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QUANTUM LOGIC, REALISM, AND VALUE DEFINITENESS* 

ALLEN STAIRS 
Department of Philosophy 

University of Maryland 

One of the most interesting programs in the foundations of quantum mechan- 
ics is the realist quantum logic approach associated with Putnam, Bub, De- 
mopoulos and Friedman (and which is the focus of my own research.) I believe 
that realist quantum logic is our best hope for making sense of quantum me- 
chanics, but I have come to suspect that the usual version may not be the correct 
one. In this paper, I would like to say why and to propose an alternative. 

To begin, we must become clear on what realist quantum logic (hence- 
forth just quantum logic) says. Here we need to make a distinction be- 
tween what I will describe as the core of the position and the way in 
which the core is interpreted and applied. I take the core of quantum logic 
to be the thesis, first made clear in the work of Demopoulos and Bub, 
that the physical world has a certain sort of structure, namely logical 
structure. The idea is that the relations of inclusion, exclusion, compat- 
ibility and equivalence among possible events or states of affairs are dif- 
ferent from what they would be if the propositions with which they are 
associated satisfied the laws of classical logic. Furthermore, logical struc- 
ture is held to figure in explanations in a way not unlike the way geometry 
enters into explanations in space-time theories. Since Hilary Putnam's "Is 
Logic Empirical?", however, another claim has been associated with 
quantum logic: every magnitude has a value in every state. This thesis I 
take to be part of the interpretation of the core. It seems to make most 
sense in the context of a deterministic hidden variable theory, but the 
denial that there are hidden variables is fundamental to quantum logic. 
Indeed, the core idea is in part a working out of the conception of the 
algebraic structure of quantum mechanical magnitudes put forward in 
Kochen and Specker's "On the Problem of Hidden Variables in Quantum 
Mechanics". I find the idea of value-definiteness intriguing, but I am by 
no means sure that it can be successfully defended. Nonetheless, I will 
argue, there may still be a role for a realist version of quantum logic. 
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II 

Since the work of Kochen and Specker is central to the development 
of realist quantum logic, it provides a good place to begin. My approach 
will be to consider a connection between the Kochen and Specker no- 
hidden-variables proof (1967) and the problem of local hidden variables. 
These reflections will help to make clear some important aspects of realist 
quantum logic. 

The key to the Kochen and Specker proof is the fact that there is no 
way of assigning the value 0 to the spin component in exactly one out 
of every three mutually orthogonal directions, even in certainfinite cases. 
The proof relies crucially on two assumptions: (i) each self-adjoint op- 
erator represents at most one observable, and (ii) functional relations among 
operators represent functional connections among the observables. Though 
these conditions are not arbitrary, they are controversial. As it turns out, 
however, one can weaken them and still prove an interesting result. 

We consider the observables represented by Sx, Sy, Sz, S2, S2, S2, and 
Hs = aS2 + bS2 + cS2 

(a, b, c distinct non-zero real numbers) for each triple of mutually or- 
thogonal direction x, y, z. Sx, Sy, Sz each have three eigenvalues, + 1, 
-1, and 0 in units h-bar. These observables are maximal on the spin 
portion of the Hilbert space of the spin-one system. S2, S2 and S2 are 
degenerate with eigenvalues + 1, 0. Sx, Sy and Sz do not commute with 
each other nor with Hs. However, {Sx, Sy, Sz, Hs} is a pairwise com- 
muting set. Let jx+), Ix-) and |x0) be the eigenvectors of Sx, and sim- 
ilarly for Sy and Sz. The set {jxo), lyO), jzo)} is a set of eigenvectors for 
Hs with eigenvalues (b + c), (a + c), (a + b) respectively. What I want 
to do is consider an argument similar in structure to Kochen and Speck- 
er's, but that makes weaker assumptions and is intended to establish a 
different conclusion, namely that there are no local hidden variables. A 
similar argument can be found in Heywood and Redhead (1983). From 
a technical point of view, my argument is simpler than theirs, and pro- 
ceeds rather differently. Philosophically, the gulf between us is quite wide, 
though I found their paper valuable in clarifying my own thoughts on 
these matters. 

Although it might be doubted that conditions (i) and (ii) above hold in 
general, suppose we have two well-separated quantum systems SI and 
S2 with Hilbert spaces HI and H2, and that 01 and 02 are non-degen- 
erate on HI and H2 respectively. If there is to be a (deterministic) hidden 
variable account of SI + S2, then we do not want to begin by assuming 
that conditions (i) and (ii) will be satisfied. In particular, it is contentious 
to assume that degenerate operators on HI and H2 such as Sx and Sy 
(locally degenerate operators) will represent unique observables of SI + 
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S2. However, since we are assuming that SI and S2 are well-separated, 
it is initially plausible that if 01 and 02 are locally maximal operators, 
the value of 01 09 02 ought to be determined by the values of 01 and 
02, rather than vice-versa. Thus, corresponding to each locally maximal 
operator is a single observable that must be assigned a unique value in 
every hidden state. This is a locality condition for a deterministic hidden 
variable theory. Note that this condition allows as much local contex- 
tuality as you please, and thus is considerably weaker than (i) and (ii) 
above. 

Now consider a pair of spin-one systems in the singlet state. It will be 
assumed that the locality condition stated in the previous paragraph holds, 
and that value assignments respect conditional certainties. That is, if 01 
is a locally maximal SI observable that takes the value x in some hidden 
state s, and if the probability that the locally maximal observable 02 on 
S2 takes the value y is one given that 01 takes the value x on SI, then 
02 takes the value y. It follows that there can be no (deterministic) hidden 
variable theory of a pair of spin-one systems in the singlet state. 

To see this, one need only recall that correlations depend only on the 
eigenstates of the magnitudes correlated. The singlet state can be written 
as 

P = 1 /\I (lx+) 0 Ix-) + Ix-) 0 Ix+) - lxo) 0 IxO)) 
for any direction x, or as 

P = -1 /\3 (Ixo) 0 lxo) + IyO) 0 IyO) + Izo) 0 Izo)) 
for any triple of mutually orthogonal directions x, y, z. To simplify no- 
tation, I will denote the locally maximal SI-magnitude 01 by the symbol 
*0, and locally maximal S2 magnitudes 02 by 0*. Consider *Hs. Sup- 
pose, for instance, that the hidden state s assigns *Hs the value b + c, 
which is associated with the eigenvector 1xo). Preservation of conditional 
certainties demands that Hs* be assigned the value b + c, as inspection 
of the expression for T makes clear. However, since Sx* and Hs* share 
the eigenstate Ixo), assigning *Hs the value b + c will also require that 
Sx* take the value 0. Thus, at least one of Sx*, Sy*, Sz* must take the 
value 0. Now suppose that in addition, one of Sy*, Sz*, say, for instance, 
Sy* also takes the value 0 in the hidden state s. The same requirement 
that conditional certainties be preserved will force *Hs to take the value 
a + c, since this is associated with the eigenvector IyO). But we already 
assumed that *Hs takes the value b + c, and b + c and a + c are distinct. 
So at most one of Sx*, Sy*, Sz* can take the value 0. Clearly the argument 
can be repeated for any choice of mutually orthogonal x, y, z. Thus, every 
hidden state must assign the value 0 to exactly one of Sx, Sy, Sz for every 
choice of mutually orthogonal x, y, z. Since this is impossible, we con- 
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clude that there can be no local hidden theory of two spin-one particles 
in the singlet state.' 

What should we make of this result? HIeywood and Redhead believe 
that such an argument shows realism and locality to be incompatible in 
quantum mechanics. They distinguish two senses of locality: Ontological 
locality (OLOC) and environmental locality (ELOC). OLOC requires that 
if P and P' represent locally maximal SI magnitudes and Q and Q' rep- 
resent locally maximal S2 magnitudes, then P 0 I represents a unique 
magnitude of SI + S2, rather than different magnitudes in the contexts 
P 0 Q and P 0 Q', and similarly for 10 Q and P 0 Q, P' 0 Q. ELOC 
says that the value of a local magnitude cannot be changed by altering 
the arrangement of a remote piece of apparatus. (Heywood and Redhead 
note that without OLOC, ELOC is not really a locality principle.) Hey- 
wood and Redhead are explicitly concerned with a variety of realism ac- 
cording to which every magnitude has a value in every state, and they 
claim that a quantum realist who requires that magnitudes can only take 
values which have non-zero probability must either give up OLOC or 
ELOC. 

ELOC is a species of physical locality, and I will have something to 
say about this later. For now, consider OLOC. At one point in their dis- 
cussion, Heywood and Redhead refer to Demopoulos (1980). In that pa- 
per, Demopoulos attempted to show that in the context of a local hidden 
variable theory of two spin-'/2 particles, locality alone would require that 
the whole partial Boolean algebra of subspaces of the four-dimensional 
Hilbert space H2 09 H2 be imbeddable in a Boolean algebra. As it turned 
out, the proof failed. However, as Heywood and Redhead see it, the 
proof, if successful, would have shown that a realist theory of such a 
system could not satisfy OLOC (p. 487). As noted above, Heywood and 
Redhead are appealing to an explicit notion of realism in terms of which 
this claim is to be understood, but all the same, it must be noted that 
what they say imputes an intention to Demopoulos that he certainly didn't 
have. Had Demopoulos' argument succeeded, he would have drawn a 
very different conclusion, namely that since locality is a plausible re- 
quirement, the fact that it entails that the magnitudes of a pair of spin- 
half systems are not Boolean-representable gives us a reason for believing 
that they have the algebraic structure ascribed to them by Kochen and 

'Although this argument is conceptually very interesting, the Bell argument and its gen- 
eralizations are superior in one obvious and important respect: they lead to actual exper- 
iments. Aside from the difficulties of achieving perfect correlation, measurements of Hs 
would be very difficult to carry out in practice. Nonetheless, our interest in the argument 
is heuristic; it helps us get a better grasp of what a quantum mechanical world is like. 

As for the argument itself, apparently a version of it was first offered by Simon Kochen, 
though his version has never appeared in print. A rather different use of the same argument 
was made in my own 1978 dissertation. 
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Specker. In other words, Demopoulos' aim was to argue for quantum 
logic. This is extremely important. Heywood and Redhead indeed show 
that if it we assume quantum systems have classically definite2 values for 
all magnitudes, then we cannot maintain that OLOC and ELOC are both 
satisfied. But the question of whether the realist need make any such 
assumption and if so, what it really amounts to is a fundamental one for 
the whole discussion of hidden variables and the interpretation of quan- 
tum mechanics. Therefore, the question I think Heywood and Redhead 
miss is this: what if we deny that OLOC is violated because we claim 
that the magnitudes have a non-standard algebraic structure? 

Kochen and Specker's original proof was based on taking at face value 
the way quantum mechanics appears to represent the functional relation- 
ships among magnitudes. The proof given above assumes that some func- 
tional relations hold, namely the ones between locally non-degenerate 
magnitudes 01, 02 and products 01 (0 02, but the effect of requiring 
the correlations of the singlet state -is that one gets back all of the local 
functional relations. Now the idea that one physical magnitude might be 
a function of another is unproblematic. Similarly, it is not difficult to 
describe cases in which one magnitude is a function of two distinct mag- 
nitudes, neither of which is a function of the other. This, however, is the 
very stuff of quantum logic; a focus on the way in which physical mag- 
nitudes are related, and in particular on families of states of affairs that 
are equivalent, that stand or fall together as a matter of law or theoretical 
identity. Following Kochen and Specker, quantum logicians believe that 
treating propositions associated with the same subspace as equivalent is 
the most natural way of understanding quantum theory. Furthermore, it 
seems to me that the quantum logician is right. The temptation to resist 
this view is based, I suspect, on the fact that if it is adopted, various 
more-or-less classical pictures of quantum systems are ruled out. But the 
history of attempts to interpret quantum theory ought to engender sus- 
picion that interpretations based on the familiar are likely to be inade- 
quate. The quantum logical program is an attempt to take seriously the 
theory's own representation of the physical quantities it treats. And it 
seems to me that the thought experiment implicit in the proof sketched 
above provides a measure of intuitive support for this idea. 

Imagine that pairs of spin-one particles are being prepared in the singlet 
state, and that measurements of Sx, Hs, etc. are performed on the com- 
ponent systems in well-separated regions. Suppose that every time we 

2The phrase "classically definite" is a rather awkward one. A system would possess 
classically definite values if there existed a function assigning each magnitude its value. 
The standard version of quantum logic denies that definiteness of values requires the ex- 
istence of such functions, and hence the phrase "classically definite". 
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find *Sx = 0 and an S* measurement is performed on the other member 
of the pair, Sx* = 0 is found. Suppose further that every time we find 
*Sx = 0 and an Hs* measurement is performed, we find Hs* = b + c. 
Suppose similarly that if *Hs is measured with result b + c and Sx* is 
measured, the result is always 0. Certainly, no conclusion is forced upon 
us, but we seem to confirm things like the following: Sx* = 0 iff *Sx = 
0. But *Sx = 0 iff Hs* = 0. So (it seems natural to conclude) Sx* = 0 
iff Hs* = 0. But this is exactly what the functional relations among Sx, 
S2, and Hs lead to. Also, since the arguments can be reversed, we can 
drop the * in the conclusion. Furthermore, since Sx = 0 iff Sx # + 1 or 
-1, it seems natural to conclude that 'Hs = b + c' and 'Sx =? 0' are 
mutually exclusive. More extended reflections would prompt the sug- 
gestions that, e.g., 'Hs = b + c' and 'Sy = 0' are mutually exclusive, 
and that Sx = + 1 only if Hs # b + c. 

Of course, none of this proves anything. To begin with, the conclusion 
that the magnitudes are related as Kochen and Specker say they are could 
only follow by starting out with an appropriate locality assumption, and 
from the point of view of Heywood and Redhead, locality is exactly what 
is at issue. It could be that the results of our imagined experiment are 
due to violations of ELOC, but presumably the desirability of avoiding 
this conclusion is not at issue. Alternatively, it could be that a violation 
of OLOC is involved. However, this means, for Heywood and Redhead, 
that the magnitudes are to be understood contextually. But if the possi- 
bilities open to quantum systems are related as quantum logic suggests, 
then we must look at the question of contextualism with the appropriate 
structure in mind. The condition that all magnitudes have classically def- 
inite values may impose restrictions on the class of allowable structures 
in a way that has nothing to do with realism. The quantum logical rep- 
resentation preserves the uniqueness of the magnitudes. Corresponding 
to each operator is exactly one subalgebra of the logic. So if, compatibly 
with realism, we can say that the magnitudes have a quantum logical 
structure, there will be no need to say that OLOC is violated. 

III 

The positive thesis of quantum logic is that it can give us a realist 
interpretation of quantum mechanics by taking the algebraic structure of 
the theory to represent a real feature of the world. Furthermore, appeal 
to this feature of the world (to its possibility structure) will function in 
explanations. But for this to be of any use, we must get from an abstract 
claim about the way quantum possibilities are structured to a particular 
style of explanation. Here I would like to sketch some of the characteristic 
features of standard quantum logical explanation. 
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Two central ideas in standard quantum logical explanation are the claim, 
noted above, that every quantum mechanical magnitude has a value and 
the account of Liuders' rule as a rule for conditionalizing probability mea- 
sures on new information. We will be much concerned with the first idea 
later in the discussion. For now, we need only remind ourselves what it 
is that makes the idea of value-definiteness seem natural quantum-logi- 
cally. If M is any (discrete) quantum-mechanical magnitude, the quantum 
mechanical proposition 'M = m(l) or M = m(2) or . . . M = m(i) or 

. .' is true, where the m(i) comprise all the possible values of M and 
or' is understood exclusively. Furthermore, the infinite conjunction of 

all such propositions for all magnitudes is also true. Each disjunction 
appears to say that the system has one of the values for the magnitude 
in question, and the conjunction of all these disjunctions therefore seems 
to say that every magnitude has a value. As for Liuders' rule (i.e., the 
projection postulate in its appropriately general form) the quantum logi- 
cian points out that, if we generalize the notion of conditional probability 
as it operates on a classical probability space to the case of the quantum- 
logical structure, then what we get is exactly Liiders' rule. (For further 
details, see Bub 1979a, Friedman and Putnam 1978, Stairs 1982.) 

The case of the spin-one particles in the singlet state provides a useful 
illustration of these ideas. Here we want to understand how the predicted 
results of measurement, in particular the perfect correlations, arise. What 
we would like to be able to say is that each particle has a definite value 
for each of its magnitudes, and that the correlations are just that: corre- 
lations among the actual values of the magnitudes. If this story could be 
worked out, we could say that when we measure *Sx and get the result 
+ 1, we are simply finding the value that *Sx already possessed, and when 
we conclude that Sx* = -1, we are simply making use of our new in- 
formation to infer the already-existing value of Sx*. It is true that we 
cannot construct a hidden variable account that permits us to say this. 
But standard hidden variable theories represent physical quantities as ran- 
dom variables on a classical probability space, and this amounts to as- 
suming that the relations among the quantities are Boolean. In particular, 
it assumes that the whole structure can be mapped into the two-element 
Boolean algebra of truth values. Thus, the impression that the story just 
sketched won't work is held by standard quantum logic to be a result of 
attempting to cast the story in the form of a hidden variable theory, thereby 
ignoring the novel structure that quantum mechanics attributes to the mag- 
nitudes. Taking this structure into account, we have a way of saying that 
every magnitude does have a value, and that the values are simply cor- 
related. 

This is an elegant proposal. If it can be defended, then in dealing with 
EPR and other problems, we can have all the benefits of a hidden variable 
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account and none of the grief. Measurement simply reveals what is there. 
It is just that what is there is put together in an unusual way. 

Although the above account relies mainly on the idea that every mag- 
nitude has a value (or the value-definiteness thesis, as we will call it) the 
Liuders rule is also involved. Before any measurement is made, the prob- 
ability of Sx* = -1 is 1/3. After finding *Sx = + 1, we revise our estimate 
of the probability of Sx* = -1 to one. As can easily be shown, this is 
representable as a case of conditionalization of exactly the sort discussed 
in the references indicated above. And of course, more elaborate vari- 
ations are possible. In addition to the perfect correlations on which we 
have been concentrating, we could consider, e.g., an *Sx measurement 
and a measurement of Sd* for some arbitrary direction d. In general, the 
correlation would be less than perfect, and in fact, we could find various 
Bell-type inequalities violated by quantum mechanics that a hidden vari- 
able theory would have to satisfy. Here the standard quantum-logical ac- 
count would rely more clearly on the quantum-logical version of the Liuders 
rule. Given the new information about the value of *Sx, there is only one 
way to revise one's initial probability measure consistent with the restric- 
tions imposed by the structure of the magnitudes, and that way gives the 
quantum mechanical results. 

Another advantage that standard quantum logic offers is a solution to 
the measurement problem, i.e., the problem of how, compatibly with the 
theory's dynamics, measurements can have definite results. The standard 
quantum logician points out that in order to raise this problem, it must 
be assumed that quantities only have values in eigenstates. But this is just 
what the thesis of value-definiteness denies. And if both the apparatus 
and system observables have definite values, there is nothing mysterious 
in the fact that values are found on measurement, even though the com- 
bined system is in a superposition. 

I hope this brief sketch makes clear that if the standard version of quan- 
tum logic can be defended, it is a very powerful interpretive tool. None- 
theless, the idea of value-definiteness is highly problematic, and we must 
examine why this is so. 

IV 
Let us begin by considering the feature of quantum logic that motivates 

the value-definiteness claim. This is the fact that the conjunction of the 
exclusive disjunctions 'M = m(l) or M = m(2) . . .' for all the magni- 
tudes is true quantum-logically. Let us call this conjunction P. Each con- 
junct seems to say that the magnitude it deals with has a definite value, 
and the whole conjunction appears to say that every magnitude has a 
value. Thus, value-definiteness seems virtually to be a corollary of quan- 
tum logic. 
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This is very tempting, but might it not be a bit quick? Suppose we had 
started from a different consideration. Let (Mi) be an appropriately se- 
lectedfinite subset of the set of all magnitudes. Suppose (Mi) has n mem- 
bers and consider all possible conjunctions of the form 

MI = ml(j) andM2 = m2(k) and. . . andMn = mn(p) 

that respect the functional relations. (mc(i) is the i-th eigenvalue of Mc.) 
Every such conjunction fails quantum logically, not just because con- 
junction is not everywhere defined (as with partial Boolean algebras) or 
because A&B is generally false for incompatible propositions (as is the 
case on the lattice approach) but because any such conjunction that re- 
spects the functional relations will have the effect of assigning two or 
more distinct values to one and the same magnitude. This is a familiar 
consequence of the Kochen and Specker theorem. Call the disjunction of 
all the above conjunctions P'. Given that we have not failed to take any 
combinations of values into account, to deny P' seems to amount to de- 
nying that every magnitude has a value. Thus, it might be argued, one 
could say with equal justice that the falsity of value-definiteness is a cor- 
ollary of quantum logic. 

In a very interesting paper, Demopoulos (1976) has what is in effect 
a reply to this point. Demopoulos reminds us that for a realist, truth con- 
sists in a correspondence between a proposition and an independent state 
of affairs. Now one might hold that a proposition Q is true only if there 
is an assignment of truth values to all true propositions, under which Q 
is assigned the value "true". But as Demopoulos sees it, this is to make 
the truth of a particular proposition a function of the way in which it 
coheres with other propositions, and this is not the idea behind realism. 
Classically, there will always be a truth value assignment that assigns all 
true propositions the value "true", but what Demopoulos is claiming is 
that the case of quantum mechanics shows this to be an inessential feature 
of truth. 

The bearing on our argument is just this. The failure of P' is equivalent 
to the lack of truth value assignments; to the non-existence of a homo- 
morphism into the two-element Boolean algebra Z2. If Demopoulos' point 
is correct, the lack of such a map does not undermine value-definiteness. 

Although this is an intriguing response, it is not clear that it succeeds. 
Our considerations about the failure of P' are indeed equivalent to con- 
siderations of homomorphisms into Z2. But this way of putting things 
obscures the underlying intuition. Suppose P and Q are two magnitudes 
with two possible values each, p(l) and p(2), and q(l) and q(2) respec- 
tively. If we are told that P and Q each have definite values, then it is 
not clear that we can even make sense of this unless one of the following 
is true. 
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P = p(l) & Q = q(l); P = p(l) & Q = q(2); 
P = p(2) & Q = q(l); P = p(2) & Q = q (2) 

After all, one might ask, how else could both magnitudes have a value?3 
Now a realist about logic might object that, on his view, A & B corre- 
sponds to a certain sort of state of affairs, and if P and Q are e.g., spin 
in two different directions, such states of affairs might not exist. That is, 
taking the conjunction of incompatible propositions might not pick out 
any genuine state of affairs. This is at least one motivation for adopting 
the partial Boolean algebra approach, and one for which I have some 
sympathy. But the same point can be made in terms of lists. Whatever 
else they may do, conjunctions such as the above generate lists of values 
for the magnitudes. It is not clear how we are to maintain our grip on 
the thought that P and Q have definite values if all four lists are incorrect. 
The point behind the discussion of P' is just to extend this consideration 
to the case where the lists themselves make it plain that they cannot be 
correct. To put the point in terms of coherence versus correspondence, 
Demopoulos is quite right in insisting that realism is committed to cor- 
respondence and not coherence. But the coherence theorist's mistake lies 
in thinking that coherence is sufficient for truth. It is not clear that realists 
can or should deny that coherence among truths is part of our notion of 
truth; that coherence with other truths is a necessary condition for the 
truth of a proposition. 

To this the quantum logician might respond that, even if coherence is 
necessary for truth, coherence must be understood quantum logically. 
Building on the discussion on p. 312 of Friedman and Putnam (1978), 
let PB be the partial Boolean algebra of quantum mechanical propositions 
for some quantum system. The very starting point of quantum logic is 
the idea that there is no homomorphism from PB into the two-element 
Boolean algebra Z2, but, claim Friedman and Putnam, there is a map 
from PB into Z2 if we understand the characterization of the map quan- 
tum-logically. We can have h(a V b) = 1 iff h(a) = 1 or h(b) = 1, if 
'or' is understood quantum logically, but we will not have a homomorph- 
ism; i.e., we will not have 

h(a V b) = h(a) + h(b) - h(a)h(b). 

The underlying idea here is that we should use quantum logic in the 
meta-language as well as the object language. This proposal is a natural 
one, though we will have more to say about it below. The problem is 

3Saul Kripke expressed a similar worry in his unpublished talk "The Question of Logic", 
and although I disagree with Kripke's overall attitude toward quantum logic, I acknowl- 
edge his influence on my thinking about these matters. 
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that even though the reply may be formally adequate, its meaning is ob- 
scure. Our informal notion of a map surely requires that if we consider 
a finite, surveyable collection of elements on which a map is defined, 
there should be an unequivocal and statable answer to the question of 
what values the map assigns to the elements, especially if, as in the case 
of a map into Z2, the range is finite and small. The issue here is not an 
epistemic one. It is not a question of whether we happen to know the 
answer to the question, but whether there is an answer. To blur this dis- 
tinction is to retreat from realism. Further, it would seem that there are 
only two ways of understanding the argument just sketched. Either there 
is no statable answer to the question "Which values are assigned to which 
elements?" or else there is a statable answer, but it does not respect the 
algebraic structure of the elements. If the second answer is the right one, 
quantum logic comes to nothing. But if the first reply is right, then the 
standard quantum logician fails to deal with a concern that surely deserves 
to be dealt with. 

(It is perhaps worth noting that Putnam no longer accepts the value- 
definiteness thesis. Although his current attitude toward quantum me- 
chanics is linked with his rejection of realism (see his 1981), some of his 
reasons for rejecting value definiteness are more basic. As he once put 
it (private communication), since we can't guess which propositions are 
the true ones, even by chance, and can't visualize how each magnitude 
could have a definite value, accepting value definiteness virtually amounts 
to accepting a paradox. But it is quite unclear that this can explain any- 
thing.) 

I would like to make a little clearer just how quickly this problem arises 
for standard quantum logic. Consider a quantum system with a three- 
dimensional Hilbert space4 and four maximal magnitudes MI, M2, M3, 
M4 with the following properties. MI = ml(l) and M2 = m2(1) are 
mutually exclusive, as are MI = ml(l) and M3 = m3(1). Similarly, M4 
= m4(1) and M2 = m2(2) are mutually exclusive, as are M4 = m4(1) 
and M3 = m3(2). Finally, M2 = m2(3) and m3 = m3(3) are mutually 
exclusive. That this situation is possible is shown by Kochen and Specker 
in the proof of their Lemma one. All that is required is that the cosine 
of the angle between the rays associated with MI = ml(l) and M4 = 
m4(1) be between 0 and 1/3. In fact, the appropriate orthogonality graph 
is just the one exhibited in their proof of the Lemma, with points a8 and 
a9 removed. 

Now for the trouble. Suppose the system is in the pure state 4y asso- 

4The restriction to three dimensions is not essential here; it just makes the discussion 
simpler (although the requirement that the Hilbert space be at least three-dimensional is 
essential). 
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ciated with MI = ml(l), and to avoid certain irrelevant issues, suppose 
MI commutes with the Hamiltonian. Suppose that we are about to carry 
out an ideal measurement of M4 and that the probability of M4 = m4(1) 
in * is, e.g., .1. (This corresponds to a cosine of approximately .316.) 
Now suppose that we make the measurement and find M4 = m4(1). Ac- 
cording to standard quantum logic, M4 had a value before the measure- 
ment. Further, measurement is held simply to reveal what was already 
the case. Thus, before the measurement, the magnitude M4 had the value 
m4(l). But before the measurement, the system was in the state 4, and 
so Ml had the value ml(l). Now it is simply a matter of tracing the 
connections through. The fact that Ml had the value ml(l) means that 
'M2 = m2(1)' was false, as was 'M3 = m3(1)'. Similarly, the fact that 
M4 took the value m4(1) means that 'M2 = m2(2)' was false, as was 
'M3 = m3(2)'. But we now have [(M2 = m2(l) or M2 -m2(2) or M2 
= m2(3)) and not-M2 = m2(1) and not-M2 = m2(2)]. Since all the con- 
stituents belong to a common Boolean subalgebra, this reduces to M2 = 
m2(3). Similarly, we get M3 = m3(3). But these two propositions are 
mutually exclusive. Thus, the thesis that measurement simply reveals what 
was already there leads to incoherence, and suggests that we give up 
either the claim that measurement simply reveals pre-existing values or 
that the magnitudes have the algebraic structure attributed to them by 
quantum logic. 

In order to make this objection work, one must use 'Ml = ml(l)' and 
'M4 = m4(1)' in the same argument, and the standard quantum logician 
may well object to this. For instance, in the article by Friedman and 
Putnam referred to earlier, we find (in a rather different context) the fol- 
lowing remark. 

[Rational believers in a quantum logical world] not only will . . . 
refrain from asserting propositional combinations of incompatible 
propositions, [but] will not simultaneously assert individual incom- 
patible propositions (p. 312). 

The motivation is sound. What we say should reflect the logical structure 
of the facts. But when conjoined with the claim of value-definiteness, 
this idea runs the risk of turning quantum logic's bold ontological thesis 
into a peculiarly arbitrary sort of language game. Anyway, it is not clear 
that the move would work. In the case just described, standard quantum 
logic is committed to maintaining that (i) Ml = ml(l) was true imme- 
diately before the measurement, (ii) measurement simply reveals what is 
already so, and (iii) the measurement result was M4 = m4(1). And this 
gives every appearance of amounting to the simultaneous assertion of 
incompatible propositions. 

I am sure that this is not the last word on the subject of value-defi- 
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niteness, but the difficulties we have outlined seem to me to be suffi- 
ciently great that we ought to consider what we should say if they cannot 
be met. 

V 

In commenting on an earlier draft of this paper, one reader, sympa- 
thetic to the standard version of realist quantum logic, suggested that what 
quantum logic says about value definiteness is that P is true and P' is 
not; nothing more and nothing less. This comment provides an interesting 
place to begin considering an alternative. I think we have seen reason to 
doubt that P straightforwardly says that every magnitude has a value. 
There is no denying that this is what it appears to say at first glance, but 
since the fact that P' is not true appears, in the context, to deny that 
every magnitude has a value, we must proceed with caution. Further- 
more, whatever P says, to establish standard quantum logic, we must say 
more. We must say that (ideal) measurement simply reveals the value 
that the measured quantity already had. But we have seen reason to doubt 
that this is correct. Nonetheless, I am sympathetic to the idea that what- 
ever truth there is to the value-definiteness thesis consists in the fact that 
a certain family of disjunctive propositions (and hence P) is true. It is 
just that we must ask what this really amounts to. Realism requires that 
such disjunctive propositions be understood realistically; that is, they must 
be true in virtue of some extralinguistic, extra-mental fact. Furthermore, 
if quantum logic is to have any hope of playing a role in an account of 
the phenomenology of quantum systems, the truth of these propositions 
cannot simply consist in the fact that if a quantity is measured, it will 
take some value. So perhaps the grain of truth in the value-definiteness 
thesis is best understood in terms of disjunctive facts; facts which underly 
the finding of values on measurement, but do not simply reduce to this. 
On this view, what P expresses is just such a collection of disjunctive 
facts. 

The world of classical logic is a Tractarian world, and in it the idea of 
a disjunctive fact is not useful. Since there are always maps from a clas- 
sical algebra of propositions into Z2, there will never be any reason to 
doubt that a disjunction is true by virtue of the obtaining of one of its 
disjuncts. But since the algebra of quantum mechanical propositions does 
not admit classical truth-assignments, the possibility opens up that there 
may be propositions that are expressible by means of the standard logical 
operations, but that are not "made true" by their constituents in the way 
we would expect classically. 

In various places, Michael Dummett insists that if one is a realist, there 
will be certain sorts of propositions that one cannot hold to be, in his 
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words, "barely true". That is, they cannot be true without the obtaining 
of some stronger proposition of which they are not constituents. His fa- 
vorite example is the case of counterfactuals, but he holds the same of 
disjunctions. (See Dummett 1973, pp. 464-465 and see also essay 16 of 
Dummett 1978, esp. p. 273.) Although Dummett is much less clear about 
this than one would like, it seems that he would equate bare truth for a 
disjunction with the disjunction's being true even though none of its dis- 
juncts are. In any case, he is unequivocal in maintaining that, for a real- 
ist, a disjunction cannot be true unless one of its disjuncts is (1978, p. 
273). I simply am not convinced. A realist must say that propositions, 
when true, are true independently of us. But for the quantum logician, 
the question of the real structure of states of affairs cannot be settled a 
priori. Hence, the quantum logician needn't agree that complex propo- 
sitions involving the standard connectives must rest on their constituents 
in the usual way. 

In any case, it is important to be clear on what is being proposed here. 
What I am proposing is that certain disjunctions may be true even though 

-none of their disjuncts are. But I need not advocate the idea that a dis- 
junction could be true without resting on some logically stronger prop- 
osition. The paradigm example of a quantum logical disjunctive fact would 
be a case in which, e.g., the system is in a pure state 4 corresponding 
to a proposition S, where S is a superposition of states corresponding to 
propositions R and T (or, in the language of lattice theory, where S is an 
axis of perspectivity for R and T). Here we would have (R or T) without 
it being the case that one of R, T is true, but (R or T) would "rest", as 
it were, on S. Thus, even though the obtaining of (R or T) would con- 
stitute an irreducibly disjunctive fact, it would not be correct to say that 
(R or T) is "barely true". My point is not that bare truth for disjunctions 
is unintelligible, but that quantum logic, because it incorporates a logical 
analogue of superposition, allows us to distinguish between bare truth for 
disjunctions and disjunctive facts. Thus, to the extent that one has worries 
about the bare truth of disjunctions, my proposal is not affected by them. 
For present purposes, the overall shape of the proposal can be stated roughly 
as follows.' At every moment, there is some maximal proposition that is 
true of every quantum system, and the totality of truths about the system 
is the set of all propositions implied by this maximal one. 

In one way, the idea offered here is not new. It has been suggested 
before that quantum systems take indefinite rather than definite values for 
at least some of their magnitudes. While this is true, the idea of incor- 

'I say "roughly" because when we have two or more systems with overlapping state 
functions, the maximal proposition will, in general, be associated with the algebra of prop- 
ositions of the whole collection. 
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porating this thought into a realist quantum logical interpretation is highly 
contentious.6 Be this as it may, the problem is to articulate the suggestion 
as clearly as possible. 

VI 

First, we must ask how we are to think of disjunctive facts. It is clear 
that we are not lacking in technical resources and analogies. One is a 
suggestion of Arthur Fine's (which he has since abandoned) that we think 
of quantities as set-valued rather than point-valued (Fine 1971). A more 
concrete analogue is the suggested treatment of continuous quantities in 
Paul Teller's (1979). Teller suggests, for reasons having to do with the 
fact that point positions and momenta are not represented in Hilbert space, 
that we think of these quantities as "spread out", which is not to say that 
an electron is like a blob of jelly, but that the most that can be said of 
the electron's position, indeed, all that is true, does not ascribe it a def- 
inite location. (Furthermore, Teller has argued (preprint) that if we adopt 
the view that continuous quantities need not have exact values, we should 
be prepared to say the same of discrete quantities.) 

On Teller's view, the pre-scientific concept of location is imprecise. 
Classical physics provides one refinement, according to which location 
or position is always exact. However, he argues that this is not the only 
possible refinement, and not even the most appropriate one for quantum 
mechanics. He offers a number of analogies to suggest that we really do 
have a prescientific notion of something like an inexact location by way 
of having a concept of inexact boundaries. And in fact, we can construct 
some useful analogues to his examples in our attempt to argue that the 
concept of a disjunctive fact is an intelligible one. For instance, Teller 
notes that "a puddle may end in an indefinite compromise with its rela- 
tively dry surroundings" (p. 355). In the same vein, to take a discrete 
case, we can imagine two neighboring piles of stones on a pebbly beach 
such that there is a particular stone that seems to belong to one pile or 
the other without clearly belonging to either pile taken individually. 

The example just given is, of course, an analogy and not a perfect 
model. To get closer to the idea itself, consider again the example of a 
spin-one particle. Suppose the state assigns the value 0 to spin in the x 
direction. Then, for y perpendicular to x, the probability is 0 that Sy = 

6Evidence that the idea is not new and that its incorporation into realist quantum logic 
is contentious is provided by Bub. In various places, he refers to a view of the sort I am 
proposing as the orthodox view of the state, held (among others) by Jauch, and he argues 
that the view runs aground (among other places) in dealing with the problem of locality. 
In fact, there are important philosophical differences between the Jauch and Piron view 
and mine, not least over the question of how truth is to be understood for quantum logical 
propositions. 
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0, and our inclination is not just to say that 'Sy = O' is not true, as we 
might say for some direction d not orthogonal to x, but that 'Sy = O' is 
in fact false. But the spin can take only one of three values, and so there 
is a basis for saying that 'not-Sy = O' is equivalent to 'Sy = + 1 or Sy 
= -1'. And since 'Sy = O' is false, 'not-Sy = 0; i.e. 'Sy = +1 or Sy 

-1', might reasonably be held to be true, even though it can seriously 
be doubted that either disjunct is true. 

The idea is reinforced by considering the algebraic structure. I have 
maintained that disjunctive facts do not reduce to the fact that when a 
measurement is made, some value will be found, but are true by virtue 
of some measurement-independent fact. What would make this more 
plausible, however, is a case in which we could get some grip on such 
a fact other than by simply asserting the disjunction that is supposed to 
capture it. Consider a spin-one system in the state ISx' = O), where x' is 
obtained from x by rotation in the x-z plane. In this state, 'Hs = b + c 
or Hs = a + b' is true, although it may be doubted that Hs has a definite 
value. Now consider S2. In the state ISx' = O), S2 takes the value + 1. 
But according to quantum logic, 'Hs = b + c or Hs = a + b' and 'S2 
= + 1 pick out the same state of affairs. Thus, the fact that S2 = +1 is 
the same fact by virtue of which 'Hs = b + c or Hs = a + b' is true. 

VII 

The preceding comments are intended to make the concept of a dis- 
junctive fact a little clearer and more palatable. I suggest that, insofar as 
they succeed, they give us an idea that, although unfamiliar, does not 
have the air of paradox surrounding the value-definiteness thesis. Fur- 
thermore, it is clear that this proposal is at least as compatible with the 
structure of the propositions as is standard quantum logic. As we stressed 
at the outset, the core of realist quantum logic is the idea that the relations 
of equivalence, inclusion, exclusion, etc. among the possibilities open to 
quantum systems have a certain characteristic, non-classical structure. The 
realism of quantum logic requires that these relations be understood in 
terms of truth rather than, say, measurement results. (For instance, in our 
previous example, the fact that 'Sx' = 0' is below 'Hs = b + c or Hs 
= a + b' in the ordering of propositions means, for the quantum logician, 
that whenever the former is true, so is the latter, where 'is true' does not 
reduce to 'will be found on measurement'.) But if we hold that there is 
always a unique maximal proposition S that is true of a given quantum 
system, and that the true propositions are just the ones that are above S 
in the ordering of propositions (i.e., that they are the ones in the "Kochen 
ultrafilter", see Bub 1979b, p. 37) and that the false ones are all the 
propositions "orthogonal" to S, then the relations among the truth values 
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of the propositions will faithfully reflect this structure, in spite of the fact 
that some propositions will be neither true nor false. 

That all this is so is important, for it makes clear that value-definiteness 
really is separable from the core of quantum logic. But standard quantum 
logic, in spite of its puzzling character, appears to have a number of 
interpretive advantages, since it deals so neatly with some of the most 
vexing problems in the foundations of quantum mechanics. And this may 
lead to the reflection that if the version of quantum logic offered here is 
the correct one, then quantum logic loses most of its interest. In fact, I 
think this would be quite mistaken. To begin with, even leaving aside 
the question of how the paradoxes are to be dealt with, we can say this. 
The quantum logician has long insisted that the most natural approach to 
the interpretation of quantum mechanics begins by taking seriously the 
fundamental mathematical structures of the theory, including the alge- 
braic structure of the magnitudes. If the concept of disjunctive facts really 
does provide the most coherent way of understanding this algebraic struc- 
ture, then even if there are many things about the behavior of quantum 
systems that we don't understand, quantum logic will still tell us some- 
thing about their nature and how they differ from classical systems. And 
this alone would make quantum logic worthwhile. Furthermore, the large 
body of important results about quantum logic (Piron's representation 
theorem, Gleason's theorem, etc.) depend only on the structural features 
of quantum logic. They still hold on this version, though their signifi- 
cance will be different. But in fact, I think there is more to be said. 

To make our terminology less cumbersome, let us refer to realist quan- 
tum logic with the value-definiteness thesis as strong quantum logic, or 
S-quantum logic for short, and let us refer to the alternative offered here 
as modest quantum logic, or M-quantum logic for short. In discussing 
the problem-solving abilities of S-quantum logic, it was remarked that if 
it can be successfully defended, it would provide us with all the advan- 
tages of a deterministic hidden-variable theory with none of the grief. 
This provides us with a useful point of comparison between the two views. 
In the discussion of hidden variables, the initial attention was given to 
deterministic hidden variables; hidden variables which were, in effect, 
intended to give us value-definiteness in a classical setting. However, 
because of the failure of this approach to deal with the problem of lo- 
cality, the concept of stochastic hidden variables was brought into the 
discussion. On this view, hidden states do not determine the outcomes 
of measurements; rather, they associate with the systems a family of pro- 
pensities to behave in certain ways on measurement. Unfortunately, this 
idea, too, fails if the probabilities are given a classical representation. 
But if stochastic hidden variables had worked, we would have had a clear 
and intelligible interpretation of quantum mechanics as a theory of sto- 
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chastic, indeterministic systems. Now I suggest that the idea of an in- 
deterministic stochastic system is a very natural one to apply to the inter- 
pretation of quantum mechanics. Partial evidence for this naturalness is 
provided by the fact that propensity theorists such as Giere often take the 
behavior of quantum systems to be a model of propensity. What I want 
to suggest as a framework for thinking about M-quantum logic is this: 
just as S-quantum logic, if successful, would give us the advantages of 
a deterministic hidden variable theory without the problems, so M-quan- 
tum logic would give us the advantages of a stochastic hidden variable 
theory without the problems. 

The detailed working out of this view clearly constitutes a research 
program in itself. Nonetheless, what I would like to do in the remainder 
of this paper is to compare M-quantum logic and S-quantum logic on a 
number of important points. My aim, of course, is to show that M-quan- 
tum logic does not suffer in the comparison. 

Measurement: Since the results of measurement are always definite, 
and since, for M-quantum logic, pre-measurement values typically are 
not, measurement clearly has a special role to play in M-quantum logic. 
Indeed, it is clear that things become definite on measurement that were 
indefinite before, and thus that we have something like projection under- 
stood as a real phenomenon. But this, it may be objected, simply con- 
fronts us once again with the measurement problem, or more exactly, 
"solves" the problem only by introducing a process that is, from the point 
of view of the theory, entirely ad hoc. I have discussed some aspects of 
the issue of "ad hocness" and the projection postulate in Stairs (1982). 
Here I would like to add just a few further comments. First, even though 
the linear dynamics of the theory are undeniably important and were cru- 
cial in its development, it can be doubted whether they are part of the 
theory's "hard core" to use Lakatos' term. For quantum logic, the sorts 
of possibility structures quantum mechanics introduces are even more basic, 
and so it is unclear just how much weight the conflict between projection 
and Schrodinger's equation is to be given. Second, even though we would 
very much like to have an account of how things become definite on 
measurement, the fact that we don't have one doesn't make postulating 
projection ad hoc. There is a difference between postulating something 
for which you have no good explanation and postulating something with- 
out good reasons. The fact that the measurement problem is a problem 
is due to the fact that projection (or something like it) appears to take 
place, and none of the attempts to make things appear otherwise have 
been notably successful. 

To this we can add the following. According to S-quantum logic, the 
discontinuous change of state associated with measurement merely rep- 
resents a change in our knowledge, and the conflict between the super- 
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position and the fact that measurement gives definite results rests on the 
mistaken belief that quantities can only possess definite values in eigen- 
states. We have already seen problems with this in our earlier discussion. 
But a more general point is this. Representing the measurement inter- 
action by a unitary operator yields a superposition of instrument-and-ob- 
ject-states, corresponding to a proposition that we may call S. T-he knowl- 
edge gleaned from measurement is in the form of some other proposition 
K. And in general, the probability of S given K is less than one. But this 
presumably means that on at least some occasions, S will not be true after 
we come to know the results of measurement. Thus, it is not clear that 
S-quantum logic can avoid saying that coming to know the results of 
measurement involves a conflict with the dynamics. And even though the 
problem can be postponed, by treating, say, the quantum system and the 
measuring apparatus and the visual system as a single system, this does 
merely postpone the difficulty. So S-quantum logic has a measurement 
problem of its own: coming to know a measurement result is apparently 
associated with a disturbance that is not accounted for in the dynamics. 

Probability: As we noted above, results like Gleason's theorem hold 
whether we adopt S-quantum logic or M-quantum logic. This means that 
both approaches can claim that the peculiar character of the probabilities 
of quantum mechanics rests on the non-classical nature of the event space. 
Specifically, for Hilbert spaces of dimension 3 or greater, we can say the 
following. Every probability measure is either determined by assigning a 
probability of one to an atom of the event space (and will agree with the 
measure that would be obtained by taking the state vector to lie in the 
ray associated with the atom), or else is a weighted sum of such measures. 
In classical probability space, every measure is likewise either concen- 
trated on a point or else is a mixture of such, but significant probabilities 
arise only when mixtures are taken. The pure states of classical proba- 
bility take values from the set (0,1). This is not so in quantum mechanics. 
The pure states determine probabilities that fill up the interval [0,1]. 

Having said this, however, we must ask how the probabilities are to 
be understood. In accord with our remark that S-quantum logic has af- 
finities with deterministic hidden variables, S-quantum logic understands 
the probabilities as epistemic. They represent the degree of belief appro- 
priate to various propositions given the state of one's knowledge, and the 
S-quantum logician can claim that any other way of assigning probabil- 
ities is irrational in the sense that it will result in an incoherent probability 
measure. For the M-quantum logician, whose affinities are with stochas- 
tic hidden variable theorists, the probabilities are fundamentally physical, 
though epistemic probabilities come in as a result of the fact that we may 
not know the state of the system. The fundamental probabilities represent 
propensities or dispositions for various possibilities to be realized on ideal 
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measurement. In ideal measurement, if something that is already true of 
the system is one of the possible outcomes, then it should, in fact, be the 
outcome. Similarly, if P is a possible outcome of a given type of mea- 
surement, and the premeasurement facts about the system and P are mu- 
tually exclusive, then P will not be found. Finally, if two different (and 
possibly incompatible) types of measurement share a possible outcome 
that corresponds to the same proposition Q of the logic, then the pro- 
pensity toward this outcome is the same in both cases. This just reflects 
the fact that Q represents a single possible state of affairs, however re- 
alized. If we add to this the uncontroversial requirement that propensities 
are probabilities, that is, must take non-negative values, be orthogonally 
additive and be normalized to one, then Gleason's theorem completely 
fixes the structure of the propensities. Thus, propensities rest on non- 
probabilistic facts about the systems. Their general structure is deter- 
mined by the structure of the possibility space, and the details are fixed 
by the maximal proposition true of the system at a given time. 

Luders' rule: For S-quantum logic, Lilders' rule represents a proba- 
bility conditionalization rule. It tells us how to revise our probability mea- 
sure to take account of new information. The interpretive advantage here 
is meant to be that we can take a "no disturbance" view of measurement. 
But we have already seen problems with this idea. It simply is not clear 
that what Liuders' rule represents is the mere acquisition of information 
and corresponding adjustment of probabilities. But it does correspond to 
minimally disturbing measurement for a system with a quantum-logical 

7 possibility structure.7 
M-quantum logic views a minimally disturbing measurement as one 

which, so to speak, merely allows certain possibilities to be realized. What 
this means is that if Q is true before the measurement, and if R represents 
a measurement outcome that is consistent with Q (i.e. if Q and R belong 
to a common Boolean algebra and (Q&R) is non-null), then if R is re- 
alized, Q will still be true. But this can be shown to lead to Liuders' rule. 
In general, there will be only one possible new state satisfying this con- 
dition. Thus, for M-quantum logic, the revision of probabilities that Liuders' 
rule involves has important elements of conditionalization, even though 
it does not allow the sort of accumulation of information associated with 
classical conditionalization. It corresponds to acquiring information as a 

7Here I must note that Paul Teller, in "The Projection Postulate as a Fortuitous Ap- 
proximation" has argued that Liuders' Rule does not correspond to any unified process in 
nature. If Teller is right, then both M-quantum logic and S-quantum logic will have to 
revise their understanding of Luiders' rule. A careful evaluation of Teller's arguments, 
however, is a topic demanding a separate treatment. 
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result of the realization of a possibility in which as much truth as possible 
is preserved. 

Contextualism: S-quantum logic clearly avoids contextualism. How- 
ever, a referee suggested that M-logic does not, since it gives measure- 
ment a special place. The values realized on measurement were thought 
to be relativized to the experimental arrangements, and so to particular 
Boolean subalgebras. 

But why? According to M-quantum logic, if two statements (e.g., 'Sx 
= O' and 'Hs = b + c') are associated with the same subspace, they pick 
out the same possibility, and hence have the same truth value in all cir- 
cumstances. In particular if, say, an Sx measurement is performed with 
result 0, then 'Sx = O' and 'Hs = b + c' are both true. The only question 
that could remain is this. Suppose, e.g., we make a measurement of Sx 
and get the result 0. What if, instead, an Hs-measurement had been per- 
formed? Would the result have been b + c? In general, counterfactual 
questions about unperformed measurements will not have answers on M- 
quantum logic, since in general, nothing determines the result of a mea- 
surement. But consider a comparison. Suppose I have a box containing 
two bottles, and I drop a penny into the box without looking. It can either 
fall into one of the bottles, or else onto the floor of the box. Suppose it 
fell into bottle 1. What if bottle 1 had been in the same position, but 
bottle 2 had been in a different spot? Would the penny still have dropped 
into bottle number 1? I think our instinct is to say yes, because the po- 
sition of bottle two has no effect on the penny's behavior with respect to 
bottle 1. Put another way, our arrangement simply carves the possibilities 
up in a certain way. A different position for bottle two is a different 
carving that is equivalent with respect to bottle 1. But an Sx measurement 
is equivalent to performing jointly the three compatible measurements 
associated with Pxo, Px+ and Px-. An Hs measurement is, in effect, a 
joint measurement of Pxo, Pyo and Pzo, and this simply amounts, quan- 
tum logically, to a different carving up of possibilities that is equivalent 
with respect to Pxo. So if an Sx measurement were performed with result 
0, then if an Hs measurement had been performed instead, why shouldn't 
M-quantum logic say that the result would have been b + c? To be sure, 
this rests on the theory's claim that certain measurements are non-inter- 
fering and certain states of affairs equivalent, but then it is the theory we 
are interpreting. 

Quantum logic v.s. Copenhagen: Since magnitudes acquire definite 
values both on the Copenhagen interpretation and on M-quantum logic, 
it may be thought that M-quantum logic is just another version of the 
orthodox Copenhagen interpretation. In fact, this is not so at all. To begin 
with, as the Copenhagen interpretation is usually presented, one can't 
even talk about the properties of a system outside the context of a mea- 
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surement. But M-quantum logic does not deny that magnitudes can have 
definite values outside of measurement situations. If the system is in an 
eigenstate of a magnitude, then the magnitude has a value whether we 
measure it or not. The same goes for the case in which magnitudes have 
indefinite value, i.e., when a disjunctive fact obtains. This is a real state 
of affairs not constituted by a relationship to a measuring apparatus. Fi- 
nally, although the values of magnitudes can become definite on mea- 
surement, this amounts to the occurrence of a certain event; not a change 
in the semantic context. In short, although measurement has a special 
role to play both for M-quantum logic and the Copenhagen interpretation, 
the nature of this role differs considerably on the two views. As the Co- 
penhagen interpretation is usually presented, it combines a sort of anti- 
realist linguistic mystique with a phenomenological view of the theory. 
M-quantum logic is concerned with what grounds the phenomenology 
and is based on an idea that can only be characterized as a species of 
realism: the course of actual events is constrained in a non-trivial way by 
what is possible. 

Meta- v.s. object-language: M-quantum logic does not operate in the 
meta-language in the way we might expect. In particular, we don't have 
'Q orR' is true if and only if 'Q' is true or 'R' is true. Some may consider 
this in itself to be an untoward consequence. I don't agree, but that is 
another issue. The point here is that S-quantum logic may appear to differ 
from M-quantum logic by virtue of being used at all levels in the meta- 
description of the object language of quantum mechanical propositions. 
In fact, however, this is not clearly so. This goes back to our earlier 
discussion. If 'Q' is true before a measurement, measurement simply re- 
veals what was already so, and R is found on measurement, then this 
seems to commit the S-quantum logician to the view that immediately 
before the measurement, 'Q' was true and so was 'R'. And quite aside 
from the problem of coherence that this idea faces, it provides a case in 
which the link between meta- and object-language appears to break. For 
incompatible 'Q' and 'R', we do not have 

'(Q and R)' is true if and only if 'Q' is true and 'R' is true 
because '(Q and R)' may either be undefined or, on the lattice approach, 
false. This can be avoided by not allowing us to say that 'Q' is true and 
'R' is true, and indeed, unless we are referring to the past, we typically 
will not be in a position to say such things. But we can talk about the 
past, and in any case, it is hard to see how the S-quantum logician can 
avoid admitting that such things can be true, whether or not he allows 
us to say them. 

Locality: We noted in discussing the singlet state of two spin-one sys- 
tems that S-quantum logic provides a very neat solution to the paradox 
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this case presents. Of course, the solution depends on the value-definite- 
ness thesis, which is problematic. But at least S-quantum logic attempts 
to preserve locality. Can the same be said for M-quantum logic? 

First, a general comment. The desire to avoid saying that quantum phe- 
nomena involve some sort of instantaneous action at a distance is an un- 
derstandable one. But if physical locality really does fail, we simply must 
learn to live with the fact. In other words, it is not a criterion of the 
acceptability of an interpretation of quantum mechanics that it uphold 
physical locality. Having said this, however, I hasten to add that I don't 
think M-quantum logic leads to a view of quantum systems on which 
physical locality is violated. 

The question of how M-quantum logic understands locality is some- 
what involved, and to do it justice requires a separate treatment. How- 
ever, let us discuss some of the main ideas. 

First, it is important to be clear on just what physical locality amounts 
to. In particular, as several articles in the recent literature make clear 
(Suppes and Zannoti 1980, Hellman 1982, Fine 1982) this question is 
especially difficult for theories that deal with essentially stochastic pro- 
cesses, which is how M-quantum logic views quantum mechanics. The 
most commonly-proposed locality constraint for stochastic theories is sto- 
chastic independence, but as the above authors urge, it is not at all clear 
that this is appropriate, especially, I would add, if the event space over 
which the probabilities are defined is the strongly non-classical one pro- 
posed by quantum logic. 

Aside from these general remarks, however, what might we say about 
the particularly puzzling case discussed earlier? Recall the discussion of 
probability and Luders' rule. A pair of spin-one systems in the singlet 
state is characterized by a particular proposition S in the logical structure. 
Since S is an atom of the (spin portion of the) structure, the fact that it 
has (objective) probability equal to one completely determines all the other 
probabilities. Now consider an ideal measurement of *Sx. Ideal mea- 
surement, recall, allows possibilities to be realized, but preserves as much 
truth as can be preserved. Before the measurement, 

(*Sx = 0&Sx* = 0) or(*Sx =+1 &Sx* = -1) 

or(*Sx= -&Sx*= +1) 

(abbreviate as V) was true. (Note that this is not a trivial proposition. It 
would be false if '*Sx = 0 and Sx* = +1' were true.) Now suppose, 
e.g., that *Sx = 0 is found on measurement. '*Sx = 0' is consistent with 
'V'. Thus, V must still be true after the measurement. But because '*Sx 
= O' and all the constituents of V belong to a common Boolean algebra, 
'*Sx = 0 & V' reduces to '*Sx = 0 and Sx* = 0', I suggest that what 
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we have here is not a case of causal signals violating relativity but a case 
in which certain possibilities are linked because of their logical relation- 
ship to what is true. 

It is worth noting briefly that this suggestion is in somewhat the same 
spirit as Shimony's proposal for a "peaceful co-existence" between what 
he calls quantum non-separability and relativity. Shimony views the 
quantum state as a "network of potentialities", some of which are "linked 
in such a way that they can only be realized in tandem". As Shimony 
sees it, the realization of *Sx 0 O and Sx* = 0 are not two separate, 
causally linked events but "two aspects of one non-local event" (1980, 
p. 4). 

Shimony refers here to a "non-local event". And indeed, on the version 
of quantum logic I would propose, there is a sense in which quantum 
systems are non-local, but one involving neither violations of physical 
locality nor the introduction of contextualism. Rather, it is that certain 
(non-relational) facts are irreducibly about collections of systems. For 
related thoughts, see my (1983a) and (1983b). A detailed treatment of 
this idea will be part of a discussion of quantum logic and locality that 
is currently in preparation. 

VIII 
As was noted before, M-quantum logic constitutes a research program. 

Whether or not it can form the basis of a satisfactory interpretation of 
quantum mechanics will depend on the future development of the pro- 
gram. In this paper, I have dealt only with some of the main points of 
comparison between M-quantum logic and S-quantum logic. What I hope 
to have made plausible is that M-quantum logic is a genuine alternative 
to the standard version of realist quantum logic. And here is another point 
worth stressing. Both the more usual version of quantum logic and the 
variety considered here are species of realism. In the wake of Bell's theo- 
rem and related results, there have been dire pronouncements about the 
prospects for a realist interpretation of quantum mechanics. I believe the 
pronouncements have been entirely too dire. The content of realism ought 
not to be seen as fixed for all time, but as open-ended in just the same 
way as is our conception of the world itself. 
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